news quiz #3733 – may 19, 2022

challenge question
what type of election narrows a field of candidates?

quiz questions

1. the tiny creatures affected by bleaching are …
   a. shrimp
   b. coral
   c. anemone

2. the huge reef off the coast of australia is the …
   a. great barrier reef
   b. belize barrier reef
   c. red sea reef

3. the national leader who visited the countries is from …
   a. canada
   b. cuba
   c. mexico

4. true or false?
   the planting life program involves tree farming.

5. the russian ship may have been carrying stolen ukrainian …
   a. vegetables
   b. grain
   c. beef

6. some farmers in kenya are now growing …
   a. snails
   b. insects
   c. worms

7. the giant milanesa was created in …
   a. chile
   b. argentina
   c. brazil

8. the 3d printed devices offered at a low cost in pakistan are …
   a. prosthetic arms
   b. computers
   c. glasses

9. the greek island benefitting from green technology is …
   a. crete
   b. rhodes
   c. tilos

10. spelunking is another word for …
    a. hiking
    b. cave exploration
    c. rock collecting

opinion question
how would you evaluate news quiz? why?
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